Sandia National Laboratories prides itself on developing science-based technologies and systems that support the protection of our national security. Established in 1949, Sandia is one of the nation’s premier research, development and engineering laboratories, with over 8,000 employees across our sites in Albuquerque, NM and Livermore, CA. Our highest goal is to become the laboratory that the United States turns to first for innovative systems engineering solutions to our most challenging and complex problems.

PERKS AND CULTURE
• Competitive compensation
• Relocation packages
• Merit raises
• 401(k) plan with company match
• Performance bonuses
• Health coverage
• Wellness program
• Tuition reimbursement and training
• Paid graduate programs/fellowships
• Community involvement
• Creative and casual atmosphere
• Teamwork environment

EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS
At Sandia, you can exercise some of the world’s fastest computers to model and simulate some of the world’s most complex systems.

Conduct cloud computing research and development as applied to our nation’s most significant big-data problems.

At Sandia, you can design and engineer science-based information systems that acquire and analyze data from highly advanced satellite, airborne, ground-based and in-situ sensors.

You can be part of the technical community that leads research and development in threat-informed cyber security solutions for the nation’s most critical systems.

Conduct algorithm research and development to advance our capabilities in data analysis, fusion, mining, signal processing, image processing, and visualization.

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:
WWW.SANDIA.GOV/CAREERS

P.O. Box 5800, MS-0974 | Albuquerque, NM 87185-0974 | dpgalle@sandia.gov

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
FRIENDS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

www.cs.utexas.edu/partners